Literature Review

1.1 Books Review

Lad G.D. (Bapu) ‘Petlele Partantrya Va Dhumaste Swatantrya’ – Krantiagrani G.D. Lad (Bapu) Samaj Prabodhan Sanstha Kundal Dist. Sangli – his life and work his contribution in freedom struggle and contribution to the field of education, his role in the development of agriculture and industry is studied.

Dr. Patil Uttamrao ‘Krantipatra’ editor Hemant Bhaskar Deshmukh 1987 the reference of looting treasury of 5.5 lark is mentioned.

Lad Ramchandra Santaji – Publisher ‘Pratisarkarcha Ramharshak Ransangram’ 1998 in this book background of freedom struggle, capital of Pratisarkar Kundal, contribution of Kundal in Indian freedom struggle, hinderences posed by anti-independent groups in freedom struggle, its establishment and system of work, looting of Dhule treasury etc issues are studied.

Pawar Jaysingrao – ‘Krantisingh Nana Patil’ Riya Publication, Kolhapur first volume of article – Krantisingh Nana Patil’ second volume of article, available literature on Krantisingh Nana Patil in above mentioned books the issues which are studied are as follows – memories of Krantisingh, his speeches, Pratisarkar and socialism, his contribution in freedom struggle the various dimensions of his personality, his span of life. looting of mail – wagon his participation in ‘Quite India Movement.’

Shinde Abasaheb - ‘Satarache Pratisarkar’ Usha publication, Kolhapur 2013 in this book the background of freedom struggle, freedom fight, ‘Quit India Movement Pratisarkar and its history etc. issues are studied.

Patil R.T. ‘Vasantrao Dada Patil Ek Dildar Neta Va Raja Manus’ Parkhad Publication 1990 – this book studies the development of Vasantrao as a leader, background of 1942’s movement, his contribution in the development of Maharashtra, his struggle for ‘Sanyukta Maharashtra’ etc.

Chavan Yashwantrao – ‘Sahyadriche Vare’ Publisher Subhashchandra Bhosale 1962 this book critically studies following events – journey into the future of Maharashtra, Decentralization, Democracy base of lifestyle etc.

Mangalvedhekar Raja ‘Swatantra Zala Bharat Maza’ publisher Gajanan Damodar Kshirsagar – this book studies following events such as – arrival of new age, first day of independence, declaration of independence etc.

Garge S.M. Kulkarni A.R. ‘Bhartiya Rajyaghatnecha Etihas’ publisher S.R. Deshmukh 1961 – this book studies the events such as independence and partition, home rule or independence.


Pawar B.G. – ‘Pratisarkarcha Romanchkari Etihas’ published in 2001 publisher Vande Mataram Bharatinagar, Pune – electing the legislature council, establishment of Pratisarkar,
Kundal the centre of Pratisarkar, abscond of Krantiveer from prison, his activities while he was underground these events are studied.

1.2 M.Phil. Research Review-

1) Suryavashi Macchindranath:-

‘Maharashtratil Shivaji Va Ganesh chalval Ek Rajkiya Abhyas’ Shivaji University, Kolhapur M.Phil (Political Science) for degree examination June 1996. This M. Phil thesis critically studies the celebration of Ganesh festival in Maharashtra, its political analysis, historical review of the Shivaji and Ganesh Festivals.

2) Hardare Annasaheb Ganpati

‘Jayprakash Narayan Yanche Rajkiya Vichar ani Karya’ for Shivaji University, Kolhapur M. Phil (Political Science) degree examination June 2003 this thesis critically studies life & Character of Jayprakash Narayan, his active participation in the Indian freedom Struggle, his socialist bent of mind, his inclination towards Survodaya and Bhudan movement etc.
3) Karande Anandkumar Subhash

‘Krantisingh Nana Patil: Rajkya Karya ani Netruvacha Chikistak Abhyas’
Swami Ramanand Teertha Marathwada University Nanded Ph. D. thesis 2000 this thesis critically assess Nana Patil’s contribution in pre- independent era, his struggle and contribution to independence movement, analytical study of his leadership.

4) Jadhav Dilip Shamrao

‘Krantiveer Nagnathanna Naikwadi’ Yanche Rajkeeya Karya ani Netruvacha Chikitsak Abhyas’ Shivaji University, Kolhapur June 2000 in this thesis krantiveer Nagnathanna Naikwadi’s pre- independence activities his contribution to co-operatives sector his current activities 1985-2000 these issues are studied.

5) Shinde Sushilkumar

‘Subhashchandra Bose Yanche Rajkeeya Vichar’ for Shivaji University, Kolhapur M. Phil (Political Science) degree examination Dec. 2005 participation of Subhashchandra Bose into Indian freedom struggle his political influence, political views, mystical study of his leadership these issues are studied.

6) Patil Vasantrao Bhaurao

‘Krantisingh Nana Patil Yanche Rajkeeya Netrutva: Ideas’ Shivaji University Kolhapur, for M. Phil (Political Science) degree examination 1986 in this thesis following issues are critically studied Krantisingh Nana Patil’s in Indian freedom struggle and Satara District, A Brief Life Sketch, Pratisarkar, Early Career of Nana Patil etc.

7) Gore Sambhaji Namdev

‘Krantiagrani G.D. (Bapu) Lad Yanche Rajkeeya ani Samajik Karya’ Shivaji University, Kolhapur for M. Phil (Political Science) degree examination 1985 this thesis studies G.D. (Bapu) Lad’s contribution in Indian freedom struggle field Marshal, Pratisarkar, contribution of Green revaluation etc.
8) Jadhav Ajitanand Yashwant

‘Maharshi Vitthal Ramji Shinde Yancha Samajik ani Rajkeeya Karya’ Shivaji University, Kolhapur M. Phil (Political Science) degree examination 1998. This thesis critically studies Vitthal Ramaji Shinde’s religious views, social reform movement, in 19th century, influence of Satyashodhak Samaj, Caste system, morality, eradication of superstition, extremism and Liberalism etc.

9) Kamble Shashikant Subrav

‘Bhai Madhavrao Bagal Yancha Samajik ani Rajkeeya Vichar’ Shivaji University, Kolhapur M. Phol (Political Science) degree examination 2006 introduction to Bhai Madhavrao Bagal’s life development of his social views his leadership, his work in Shetkari Kamgar Party, independence movement etc. issues are critically studied.

10) Ahir Jaywant Yallappa

‘Krantiveer Nagnathanna Naikwadi’ Gourav Samitee 2009’ in this book Nagnathanna’s childhood days, his education, his revolt against British rule, looting of Dhule freedom struggle etc events are critically studied.

1.3 Ph. D. Research Review

1. Karaande Anandkumar Subhash

‘Krantisingh Nana Patil : Rajkiya Karya ani Netrutvacha Chikitsak Abhyas’ Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathawada University Nanded Ph. D. thesis’s 2010 this thesis’s studies the following issues Krantisingh Nana Patil’s contribution before independence era, his social work and development of his political views, personality, his struggle critical analysis of his leadership.

2. Prof. Patil Vishwasrao M.

Patel in Indian freedom struggle unity of Indian state, formation of constitution, critical analysis of his leadership.

3. Khapare Kallappa Shivappa


4. Hardaare Annasaheb Ganpati


5. Jadhav Ajitanand Yashwant


6. Kamble Shashikant Subrav

7. Kamble Rajendra Ratnakar-

‘Sant Gadgebaba Yancha Samajik Va Rajkiya Jeevanavar Padlela Prabhavacha Abhyas’ Shivaji University, Kolhapur, Ph.D. thesis, June 2006 in this thesis Sant Gadgebaba’s social work, need of cleanliness in social problem of pollution and environment, healthcare, contribution of volunteer organization etc. issues are critically studied.

1.4 Journal Review

1) Krantiagrani Parva-

2) Krantiagrani Parva-
12th March 2011, G.D.(Bapu) Lad was awarded D.Lit. in 47th Convocation ceremony by Shivaji University, Kolhapur, G.D. Lad’s overall contribution is reviewed in this article.

3) Krantiagrani Parva-
Memories of G.D.(Bapu) Lad Publisher Krantiagrani Parva fortnightly 12th Nov 2012 article, 21,22 in this issue memories of G.D. Lad first death anniversary, G.D. lad’s memories are expressed by housabai Patil, Shankarrao Jadhav, Indutai Patankar, Capt. Ramchandra Shripati Lad, Mrs. Bhagirthi Gurav, Khandu Shelke, Rajabhau Deshpande, Shankarrao Pisal etc.
4) **Krantiagrani Parva-**

G.D.(Bapu) Lad was awarded ‘Sangli Bhushan Award’ editor Krantiagrani Prava fortnightly Saturday 12th march 2011 article 5th in this issue G.D. Lad was awarded ‘Sangli Bhushan Award’ for his firm leadership quality to solve the problems of nation.

5) **Krantiagrani Parva-**

Krantiagrani Award 2012 editor Krantiagrani fortnightly 12th Dec. 2012 article 23 on 90th birth anniversary of G.D. (Bapu) Lad Dr. Baba Adhav was awarded ‘Krantiagrani Award’.